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Abstract
VirtualCert is a machine-checked model of virtualization that can be used to reason about isol-
ation between operating systems in presence of cache-based side-channels. In contrast to most
prominent projects on operating systems verification, where such guarantees are proved directly
on concrete implementations of hypervisors, VirtualCert abstracts away most implementations
issues and specifies the effects of hypervisor actions axiomatically, in terms of preconditions and
postconditions. Unfortunately, seemingly innocuous implementation issues are often relevant for
security. Incorporating the treatment of errors into VirtualCert is therefore an important step
towards strengthening the isolation theorems proved in earlier work. In this paper, we extend
our earlier model with errors, and prove that isolation theorems still apply. In addition, we
provide an executable specification of the hypervisor, and prove that it correctly implements the
axiomatic model. The executable specification constitutes a first step towards a more realistic
implementation of a hypervisor, and provides a useful tool for validating the axiomatic semantics
developed in previous work.
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Protection
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ment, isolation
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1 Introduction
Virtualization is a prominent technology that allows high-integrity, safety-critical, systems
and untrusted, non-critical, systems to coexist securely on the same platform and efficiently
share its resources. To achieve the strong security guarantees requested by these application
scenarios, virtualization platforms impose a strict control on the interactions between their
guest systems. While this control theoretically guarantees isolation between guest systems,
implementation errors and side-channels often lead to breaches of confidentiality, allowing
a malicious guest system to obtain secret information, such as a cryptographic key, about
another guest system.
Over the last few years, there have been significant efforts to prove that virtualization
platforms deliver the expected, strong, isolation properties between operating systems. The
most prominent efforts in this direction are within the Hyper-V [13, 19] and L4.verified [17]
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projects, which aim to derive strong guarantees for concrete implementations: more specific-
ally, Murray et al. [24] recently presented a machine-checked information flow security proof
for the seL4 microkernel.
Earlier work
In [4, 5], we have pursued a complementary approach in which verification of isolation
properties is conducted in an idealized model of virtualization, named VirtualCert [28].
In comparison with the Hyper-V and L4.verified projects, our proofs are based on an
axiomatization of the semantics of a hypervisor, and abstract away many details from the
implementation; on the other hand, our model integrates caches and Translation Lookaside
Buffers (TLBs), two security relevant components that are not considered in these works.
Specifically, we formalize using the Coq proof assistant [31] the semantics of a hypervisor.
The semantics accounts for cache-based side-channels, by allowing that a malicious operating
system can draw observations from the history of the cache; the treatment of cache-based
side-channels is inspired from earlier work on physically observable cryptography [23], but is
specialized to caches and TLBs. Then, we prove that, for a wide range of replacement and
write policies, flushing the cache upon switching between guest operating systems ensures
OS isolation and prevents access-driven cache-based attacks [34].
Contributions
The axiomatic semantics of [4, 5] only considers correct execution. The first contribution of
this paper is an implementation of a hypervisor in the programming language of Coq, and a
proof that it realizes the axiomatic semantics. Although it remains idealized and far from a
realistic hypervisor, the implementation arguably provides a useful mechanism for validating
the axiomatic semantics.
The implementation is total, in the sense that it computes for every state and action a
new state or an error. Thus, soundness is proved with respect to an extended axiomatic
semantics in which transitions may lead to errors. The second contribution of this paper is a
proof that OS isolation remains valid for executions that may trigger errors.
Formal language and notation used
The Coq proof assistant [31, 9] is a free open source software that provides a (dependently
typed) functional programming language and a reasoning framework based on higher order
logic to perform proofs of programs. As examples of its applicability, Coq has been used
as a framework for formalizing programming environments and designing special platforms
for software verification: the Gemalto and Trusted Logic companies obtained the level CC
EAL 7 of certification for their formalization, developed in Coq, of the security properties of
the JavaCard platform [11, 10, 1]; Leroy and others developed in Coq a certified optimizing
compiler for a large subset of the C programming language [20]; Barthe and others used Coq
to develop Certicrypt, an environment of formal proofs for computational cryptography [7].
We developed our specification in the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC) [14,
15, 27] – formal language that combines a higher-order logic and a richly-typed functional
programming language – using Coq.
We freely use enumerated types, option types, lists, streams and records. Enumerated
types and (parametric) sum types are defined using Haskell-like notation; for example, we
define for every type T the type option T def= None | Some (t : T ). Record types are of the
form {l1 : T1, . . . , ln : Tn}, whereas their elements are of the form 〈t1, . . . , tn〉. Field selection
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and field update are respectively written as r.l and r′[l := v]; we also use simultaneous field
update, which is defined in the usual way. We make an extensive use of partial maps, and
bounded partial maps: the type of partial maps from objects of type A into objects of type
B is written A 7→ B, and the type of partial maps from A to B whose domain is of size
smaller or equal to k (where k is a natural number) is written as A 7→k B. Application of
a map m on an object a of type A is denoted m[a] and map update is written m[a := b],
where b overwrites the value, if any, associated to the key a.
Organization of the paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief account of the basic
components of the idealized model focusing on the memory model and the notion of state
that has been formalized. Section 3 describes the formal axiomatic and executable semantics
of the hypervisor and outlines the proof of correctness of the implementation. In section 4
we present the isolation theorems for the model extended with execution errors. Section 5
discusses related work and concludes.
The formal development can be found in [28], and can be verified using Coq.
2 Background
In this section we provide insights into the basic structures of VirtualCert, namely, the
memory model and the set of (valid) states.
Memory model
The formalized memory model includes the main memory of the platform, various kinds of
memory spaces, and the cache and the TLB. Our modelling choices are guided by Xen [3],
and specifically, by Xen on ARM [16]. As shown in Figure 1 there are three different
types of memory addresses: i) the machine addresses (written madd) model real hardware
memory on the host machine and it is never directly accessed by the guest operating systems,
ii) the physical addresses (padd) are an abstraction provided by the hypervisor, in order
for the guest operating systems to use a contiguous memory space when dealing with its
memory pages. The mapping between physical and machine addresses is managed exclusively
by the hypervisor, and is transparent to the guest operating systems, and iii) the virtual
addresses (vadd) are used by applications running on guest operating systems. Each OS
has a designated portion of its virtual address space that is reserved for the hypervisor to
attend hypercalls. A hypercall interface allows OSs to perform a synchronous software trap
into the hypervisor to perform a privileged operation, analogous to the use of system calls
in conventional operating systems. The hypervisor maintains page tables that map virtual
addresses to machine addresses in special memory pages. The operating systems must call
the hypervisor to modify these mappings.
The figure also shows the cache and the TLB. The cache is indexed by a virtual address,
modeling a Virtually Indexed Virtually Tagged (VIVT) cache, and holds a (partial) copy
of memory pages. The TLB is used in conjunction with the current page table of the
active OS to map virtual to machine addresses. In [5], we present a brief overview of
cache management, where we describe different cache types and alternatives policies for
implementing cache content management, in particular concerning the update and replacement
of cache information.
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Figure 1 Memory model of the platform.
Platform states
States are modeled as records:
State def= { oss : oss_map,
active_os : os_ident,
mode : exec_mode,
activity : os_activity,
hypervisor : hypervisor_map,
memory : machine_memory,
cache : cache_vivt,
tlb : tlb_struct } .
We define a type os_ident of identifiers for guest OSs and a predicate trusted_os that
separates between trusted and untrusted OSs. The state contains information about each
guest OS such as its current page table, and whether the OS has a pending hypercall to be
resolved. Formally this information is captured by a mapping oss_map that associates OS
identifiers with objects of type os, where
os def= {curr_page : padd, hcall : option Hyper_call} ,
oss_map def= os_ident 7→ os .
The state also stores the current active operating system, and the execution mode of the
CPU (user or supervisor mode). Guest operating systems execute in user mode (where some
privileged instructions are not available) and the hypervisor executes in supervisor mode.
The activity registers whether the active OS is currently running or waiting for a hypercall
to be resolved. The mapping, that given an OS returns the corresponding mapping from
physical to machine addresses, is formalized as an object of the type hypervisor_map, where
hypervisor_map def= os_ident 7→ (padd 7→ madd) .
The real platform memory is formalized as a mapping that associates to a machine address
a page. A memory page consists of a page content (either a readable/writable value, an OS
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page table mapping, or nothing) and a reference to the page owner (the hypervisor, an OS,
or none). Formally:
machine_memory def= madd 7→ page ,
content def= RW (v : option Value) | PT (va_to_ma : vadd 7→ madd) | Other ,
page_owner def= Hyp | Os (osi : os_ident) | No_Owner ,
page def= { page_content : content, page_owned_by : page_owner } .
Finally, the cache and the TLB of the platform are formalized as partial maps, whose
domains are bounded in size with positive fixed constants size_cache and size_tlb:
cache_vivt def= vadd 7→size_cache page ,
tlb_struct def= vadd 7→size_tlb madd .
We define a notion of valid state, through the predicate valid_state on states, that
captures essential properties of the platform. The definition is provided in Appendix A.1.
3 Verified implementation
In this section we first provide a short account of the axiomatic semantics of the hypervisor,
to proceed to motivate the extension of the model with execution errors. Then we describe
the executable specification and show that it constitutes a correct implementation of the
behavior specified by the idealized model.
3.1 Actions semantics
The axiomatic semantics of the hypervisor is modeled by defining a set of actions, and
providing their semantics as state transformers. Table 1 summarises a small subset of the
actions specified in our model. The complete set of actions is included in Appendix A.2.
Actions can be classified as follows:
hypervisor calls new, delete, pin, unpin and lswitch;
change of the active OS by the hypervisor (switch);
access, from an OS or the hypervisor, to memory pages (read and write);
update of page tables by the hypervisor on demand of an untrusted OS or by a trusted
OS directly (new and delete);
changes of the execution mode (chmod, ret_ctrl); and
changes in the hypervisor memory mapping (pin and unpin), which are performed by
the hypervisor on demand of an untrusted OS or by a trusted OS directly. These actions
model (de)allocation of resources.
The behaviour of actions is specified by a precondition Pre and by a postcondition Post
of respective types:
Pre : State → Action → Prop ,
Post : State → Action → State → Prop .
Figure 2 provides the axiomatic semantics of the write action.
The precondition of the action write va val says that there exists a machine address ma
such that va is associated to it (va_mapped_to_ma) and that the page associated to it in
the memory is readable/writable (is_RW ); that the guest OS activity must be running; and
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Table 1 Actions.
read_hyper va The hypervisor reads virtual address va.
write va val A guest OS writes value val in virtual address va.
new_tr va pa The virtual address va is mapped to the machine address ma in the
memory mapping of the trusted active OS, where pa translates to ma
for the active OS.
switch o The hypervisor sets o to be the active OS.
lswitch_untr o pa The hypervisor changes the current memory mapping of the untrusted
active OS, to be the one located at physical address pa.
hcall c An untrusted OS requires privileged service c to be executed by the
hypervisor.
pin_untr o pa t The memory page that corresponds to physical address pa (for untrus-
ted OS o) is registered and classified with type t.
unpin_untr o pa The memory page that corresponds to physical address pa (for the
untrusted OS o) is un-registered.
Pre s (write va val) def= ∃ (ma : madd),
va_mapped_to_ma(s, va,ma) ∧ is_RW (s.memory[ma].page_content) ∧
os_accessible(va) ∧ s.activity = running
Post s (write va val) s′ def= ∃ (ma : madd) (pg : page),
let new_pg := {RW (Some val), pg.page_owned_by} in
va_mapped_to_pg_cache(s, va, pg) ∧ va_mapped_to_ma_cache(s, va,ma) ∧
s′ = s
 mem := (s.memory[ma := new_pg]),cache := cache_add(fix_cache_synonym(s.cache,ma), va,new_pg),
tlb := tlb_add(s.tlb, va,ma)

Figure 2 Axiomatic specification of action write.
that va must be accessible by the active guest OS (os_accessible). Its postcondition sets up
that the only variations in the state after executing this action can be produced in the value
of the page associated to ma in memory, and in the values stored in the cache and the TLB.
It is not hard to see that, as the cache uses a write-through policy, both the memory and the
cache are updated when a write is performed. As explained in [5], a cache c2 is the result of
updating a cache c1 with a pair va and pg, written c2 = cache_add(c1, va, pg), iff
pg = c2[va] ∧
∀ (va′ : vadd) (pg′ : page), va 6= va′ → pg′ = c2[va′] → pg′ = c1[va′] .
The definition of c2 = tlb_add(c1, va,ma) is analogous. Moreover, in order to avoid aliasing
problems we fix synonyms before adding a new entry into the cache using the function
fix_cache_synonym. The result of fix_cache_synonym(c1,ma) is a cache c2 whose indexes
(virtual addresses) are translated to machine addresses ma′ which differ from ma. We recall
that we are modeling a VIVT cache.
3.2 Error management
There can be attempts to execute an action on a state that does not verify the precondition
of that action. In the presence of one such situation the system answers with a corresponding
error code. These error codes are defined in our model by the enumerated type ErrorCode.
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Table 2 Preconditions and error codes.
Action Failure Error Code
write va val
s.aos_activity 6= running wrong_os_activity
¬ va_mapped_to_ma(s, va,ma) invalid_vadd
¬ os_accessible(va) no_access_va_os
¬ is_RW (s.memory[ma].page_content) wrong_page_type
new_tr va pa
s.aos_activity 6= running wrong_os_activity
¬ os_accessible(va) no_access_va_os
¬ trusted_os(osi) os_trust_failure
¬ page_of_OS(s.active_os, pa,ma) wrong_owner
lswitch_untr osi pa
s.aos_activity 6= waiting wrong_os_activity
trusted_os(osi) os_trust_failure
¬ is_PT(s.memory[ma].page_content) wrong_page_type
¬ lswitch_hypercall(s.oss[osi].hcall) wrong_pending_hcall
¬ page_of_OS(s.activeos, pa,ma) wrong_owner
unpin_untr osi pa
s.aos_activity 6= waiting wrong_os_activity
trusted_os(osi) os_trust_failure
¬ page_unpin_hypercall(s.oss[osi].hcall) wrong_pending_hcall
¬ pa_not_curr_page(s, s.oss, pa) wrong_currpage_add
s.hypervisor [osi][pa] 6= ma invalid_madd
¬ no_va_mapped_to_ma(s, osi,ma) invalid_vadd
We define the relation between an error code and the unfulfilled precondition of an action
with the predicate ErrorMsg. Formally,
ErrorMsg : State → Action → ErrorCode → Prop
where ErrorMsg s a ec means that the execution of the action a in the state s generates
the error ec. In Table 2 we show some examples about error codes associated to unverified
preconditions of some actions of our model. Notice that in the case of the write action,
for instance, to each of the propositions that compose the precondition of that action there
corresponds an element of ErrorCode that indicates the failure of the state s to satisfy that
proposition.
Executions with error management
Executing an action a over a state s produces a new state s′ and a corresponding answer r
(denoted s ↪a/r−−→ s′), where the relation between the former state and the new one is given by
the postcondition relation Post.
valid_state(s) Pre(s, a) Post(s, a, s′)
s ↪
a/ok−−−→ s′
valid_state(s) ErrorMsg(s, a, ec)
s ↪
a/error ec−−−−−−−→ s
Whenever an action occurs for which the precondition holds, the (valid) state may change in
such a way that the action postcondition is established. The notation s ↪a/ok−−−→ s′ may be read
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as the execution of the action a in a valid state s results in a new state s′. However, if the
precondition is not satisfied, then the state s remains unchanged and the system answer is
the error message determined by the relation ErrorMsg.
Formally, the possible answers of the system are defined by the following type:
Response def= ok : Response | error : ErrorCode → Response
where ok is the answer resulting from a successful execution of an action.
One-step execution with error management preserves valid states, that is to say, the state
resulting from the execution of an action is also a valid one.
I Lemma 1 (Validity is invariant).
∀ (s s′ : State)(a : Action)(r : Response),
valid_state(s) → s ↪a/r−−→ s′ → valid_state(s′) .
Platform state invariants, such as state validity, are useful to analyze other relevant
properties of the model. In particular, the results presented in this work are obtained from
valid states of the platform.
3.3 Executable specification
The executable specification of the hypervisor has been written using the Coq proof assistant
and it ultimately amounts to the definition of functions that implement action execution.
The functions have been defined so as to conform to the axiomatic specification of action
execution as provided by the idealized model. The implementation of the hypervisor consists
of a set of Coq functions, such that for every predicate involved in the axiomatic specification
of action execution there exists a function which stands for the functional counterpart of
that predicate. An important characteristics of our formalization is that the definition of
state that is used for defining the executable semantics of the hypervisor is exactly the same
as the one introduced in the idealized model. This simplifies the formal proof of soundness
between the inductive and the functional semantics of the hypervisor. The execution of
the virtualization platform consists of a (potentially infinite) sequence of action executions
starting in an (initial) platform state. The output of the execution is the corresponding
sequence of memory states (the trace of execution) obtained while executing the sequence of
actions.
3.3.1 Action execution
The execution of actions has been implemented as a step function, that given a memory
state s and an action a invokes the function that implements the execution of a in s, which
in turn returns an object res of type Result:
Result def= { resp : Response, st : State }
where res.resp is either an error code ec, if the precondition of the actions does not hold in
state s, or otherwise the value ok, and the state res.st represents the execution effect. The
step function acts basically as an action dispatcher. Figure 3, which shows the structure of
the dispatcher, details the branch corresponding to the dispatching of action write, which is
the action we shall use along this section to illustrate the working of the implementation.
The functions invoked in the branches, like write_safe, are state transformers whose
definition follows this pattern: first it is checked whether the precondition of the action is
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Definition step s a :=
match a with
| . . .⇒ . . .
| Write va val ⇒ write_safe(s, va, val)
| . . .⇒ . . .
end.
Figure 3 The step function.
Definition write_safe (s : state) (va : vadd) (val : value) : Result :=
match write_pre(s, va, val) with
| Some ec ⇒ {error(ec), s}
| None ⇒ {ok,write_post(s, va, val)}
end.
Figure 4 Execution of write action.
Definition write_pre (s : state) (va : vadd) (val : value) : option ErrorCode :=
match get_os_ma(s, va) with
| None ⇒ Some invalid_vadd
| Some ma
⇒match page_type(s.memory,ma) with
| Some RW
⇒match aos_activity(s) with
| Waiting ⇒ Some wrong_os_activity
| Running
⇒ if vadd_accessible(s, va)
then None
else Some no_access_va_os
end
| _⇒ Some wrong_page_type
end
end.
Figure 5 Validation of write action precondition.
satisfied in state s, and then, if that is the case, the function that implements the execution of
the action is invoked, otherwise, the state s, unchanged, is returned along with an appropriate
response.
In Figure 4 we show the definition of the function that implements the execution of the
write action. The Coq code of this function, together with that of the remaining functions,
can be found in [28].
The function write_pre is defined as the nested validation of each of the properties of
the precondition (see Figure 5). The function write_post, shown in Figure 6, implements
the expected behavior of the write action: when a new value has to be written in a certain
virtual address va, first it must be checked whether va is in the cache (i.e. is an index of
the cache). If that is the case, then the function updates both the cache and the memory,
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Definition write_post (s : state) (va : vadd) (val : value) : state :=
match s.cache[va] with
| Value old_pg ⇒
let new_pg := Page (RW_c (Some val)) (page_owned_by old_pg) in
let val_ma := va_mapped_to_ma_system(s, va) in
match val_ma with
| Value ma ⇒
s · [ mem := s.memory[ma := new_pg],
cache := fcache_add(fix_cache_synonym(s.cache,ma), va,new_pg) ]
| Error _ ⇒ s end
| Error _⇒
match s.tlb[va] with
| Value ma ⇒
match s.memory[ma] with
| Value old_pg ⇒
let new_pg := Page (RW_c (Some val)) (page_owned_by old_pg) in
s · [ mem := s.memory[ma := new_pg],
cache := fcache_add(fix_cache_synonym(s.cache,ma), va,new_pg) ]
| Error _⇒ s end
| Error _⇒
match va_mapped_to_ma_currentPT (s, va) with
| Value ma ⇒
match s.memory[ma] with
| Value old_pg ⇒
let new_pg := Page (RW_c (Some val)) (page_owned_by old_pg) in
s · [ mem := s.memory[ma := new_pg],
cache := fcache_add(fix_cache_synonym(s.cache,ma), va,new_pg),
tlb := ftlb_add(s.tlb, va,ma) ]
| Error _⇒ s end
| Error _⇒ s end end end.
Figure 6 Effect of write execution
because it implements a write-through policy. Otherwise, i.e. if the virtual address va is not
already in the cache, the machine address associated to va has to be determined in order
to write the new value in memory. First, the TLB is inspected to check whether va has
already been translated. If there is a translation of va in the TLB, then the machine address
is used to update the memory and the new entry 〈va, new_pg〉 is added to the cache. If
there is no translation of va in the TLB, then the corresponding machine address has to be
recovered using the current page table of the active guest OS. Once that translation has
been found, the memory is updated, the new entry 〈va, new_pg〉 is added to the cache and
the corresponding translation of va is added to the TLB.
3.3.2 Cache and TLB update
In the axiomatic semantics of cache and TLB management the replacement policy has
been left abstract. For the execution semantics we have chosen to implement a simple
FIFO replacement mechanism. However, this behavior is encapsulated in the definition
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Definition fcache_add (c : cache_struct) (va : vadd) (pg : page) : cache_struct :=
if map_valid_index(c, va)
then map_add(c, va, pg)
else if is_full_cache(c)
then fifo_replace(c, va, pg)
else fifo_add(c, va, pg).
Figure 7 Cache update.
of the functions fcache_add and ftlb_add, which implement cache and TLB replacement,
respectively. Therefore, for the implementation of an alternative replacement policy it
suffices to modify correspondingly these two functions leaving the rest of the code unchanged.
Figure 7 shows the definition of the fcache_add function: first, it is checked whether the
virtual address va is the index of an entry of the cache c (map_valid_index). If this is the
case, it suffices to perform a simple update of c with the page pg (caches are implemented as
bounded maps of virtual addresses to machine addresses). Otherwise, the behaviour of the
function depends on whether c has room for a new entry or it is full (is_full_cache). If c is
full, the cache update, and entry eviction, is handled using the FIFO replacement algorithm
(fifo_replace). If there is room left for a new entry, then c must be updated following the
FIFO replacement algorithm guidelines for adding new entries in the cache (fifo_add). The
definitions of the replacement and update function for the TLB are analogous.
3.4 Soundness
We proceed now to outline the proof that the executable specification of the hypervisor
correctly implements the axiomatic model. It has been formally stated as a soundness
theorem and verified using the Coq proof assistant.
I Theorem 2 (Soundness of hypervisor implementation).
∀ (s : State) (a : Action),
valid_state(s)→ s ↪a/step(s,a).resp−−−−−−−−−−→ step(s, a).st .
The proof of this theorem follows by, in the first place, performing a case analysis on
Pre(s, a) (this predicate is decidable) and then: if Pre(s, a) applying Lemma 3; otherwise
applying Lemma 5.
I Lemma 3 (Soundness of valid execution).
∀ (s : State) (a : Action),
valid_state(s)→ Pre(s, a) →
s ↪
a/ok−−−→ step(s, a).st ∧ step(s, a).resp = ok .
The proof of Lemma 3 proceeds by applying functional induction on step(s, a) and then by
providing the corresponding proof of soundness of the function that implements the execution
of each action. Thus, in the case of the action write we have stated and proved Lemma 4.
This lemma, in turn, follows by performing a case analysis on the result of applying the
function write_pre on s and the action: if the result is an error code then the thesis follows
by contradiction. Otherwise, it follows by the correctness of the function write_post.
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I Lemma 4 (Correctness of write execution).
∀ (s : State) (va : vadd) (val : value),
valid_state(s)→ Pre(s, (write va val)) →
Post(s, (write va val),write_post(s, va, val)) .
As to Lemma 5, the proof also proceeds by first applying functional induction on step(s, a).
Then, for each action a, it is shown that if ¬Pre(s, a) the execution of the function that
implements that action yields the values returned by the branch corresponding to the case
that the function that validates the precondition of the action a in state s fails, i.e., an error
code ec and the (unchanged) state s.
I Lemma 5 (Soundness of error execution).
∀ (s : State) (a : Action),
valid_state(s)→ ¬Pre(s, a)→ ∃ (ec : ErrorCode),
step(s, a).st = s ∧ step(s, a).resp = error(ec) ∧ ErrorMsg(s, a, ec) .
4 Isolation
Isolation theorems ensure that the virtualization platform protects guest operating systems
against each other, in the sense that a malicious operating system cannot gain information
about another victim operating system executing on the same platform. In earlier work [5],
we adopted ideas from physical cryptography and in particular the idea of leakage function to
model possible leaks of information via the cache, and prove that the virtualization platform
can guarantee perfect isolation by flushing the cache at every context switch. In this section,
we extend the proof of OS isolation from [5], yielding modifications in some key technical
definitions and lemmas below, so that it accounts for errors in execution traces.
4.1 OS Isolation
OS isolation is a 2-safety property [32, 12], cast in terms of two executions of the system, and
is closely related to the non-influence property studied by Oheimb and co-workers [25, 26].
Unfortunately, the technology for verifying 2-safety properties is not fully mature, making
their formal verification on large and complex programs exceedingly challenging.
Informally, OS isolation states that starting from states with the same information for an
operating system osi, osi cannot distinguish between the two traces, as long as it executes
the same actions in both. This captures the idea that the execution of osi does not depend
on the state or behaviour of the other systems, even in the presence of erroneous executions.
Note that there is one particular error (the out_of_memory error in [28]) that can in
principle influence the execution of an operating system, if during its execution the platform
runs out of memory. Since we are specifically interested in modelling observations on states
(and the cache, in particular), we treat this error as transparent for the executing operating
system, and only make sure it does not modify the state. This is consistent with what
usually happens in real implementations, where there are no data leaks from the victims
when the platform runs out of memory, and the only information an attacker learns is the
total memory consumption of the other operating systems in the platform. Additionally it
is possible, in this case, to assign to each guest OS a fixed pool of memory from which to
allocate, so whether allocation succeeds or fails for one OS doesn’t depend on what any other
guest OS does.
To formalize OS isolation we use a notion of state equivalence w.r.t. an operating system
osi. The definition of osi-equivalence (≡osi), which is stated in Appendix A.3, coincides
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with the one used in [4]; in particular, it does not mention the cache and the TLB. However,
one can prove that it entails some form of cache equivalence and TLB equivalence on valid
states. Formally, we define two valid states s1 and s2 to be cache equivalent for osi, written
s1 ≡cacheosi s2, iff osi is the active OS in both states and the caches hold equal values for all
accessible virtual addresses va that are in the domain of the cache of both states, i.e. for all
virtual address va and pages p1 and p2
s1.active_os = s2.active_os = osi → os_accessible(va) →
s1.cache[va] = p1 → s2.cache[va] = p2 → p1 = p2 .
Note that we do not require that the domains of both caches coincide, as it would invalidate
the following lemma.
I Lemma 6 (Cache equivalence).
∀ (s1 s2 : State) (osi : os_ident),
valid_state(s1) → valid_state(s2) → s1 ≡osi s2 → s1 ≡cacheosi s2 .
The notion of TLB equivalence is defined in a similar way. We say that two valid states s1
and s2 are TLB equivalent for osi, written s1 ≡tlbosi s2, iff osi is the active OS in both states
and for all accessible virtual addresses va that are in the domain of the TLB of both states,
if the machine address s1.tlb[va] holds a page with RW memory content, then if va appears
in s2.tlb, it holds the same page, i.e. for all machine addresses ma1 and ma2, and page pg:
s1.active_os = s2.active_os = osi →
s1.tlb[va] = ma1 → s1.memory[ma1] = pg →
∃ (val : Value), pg.page_content = RW (Some val)→
s2.tlb[va] = ma2 → s2.memory[ma2] = pg
and conversely. We have:
I Lemma 7 (Tlb equivalence).
∀ (s1 s2 : State) (osi : os_ident),
valid_state(s1) → valid_state(s2) → s1 ≡osi s2 → s1 ≡tlbosi s2 .
We write s1 ≡cache,tlbosi s2 as a shorthand for s1 ≡osi s2 ∧ s1 ≡cacheosi s2 ∧ s1 ≡tlbosi s2. We
can now generalize the unwinding lemmas of [4]: the first lemma states that equivalence is
preserved by the execution of all actions that do not generate errors.
I Lemma 8 (Step-consistent unwinding lemma).
∀ (s1 s′1 s2 s′2 : State) (a : Action) (osi : os_ident),
s1 ≡osi s2 → os_action(s1, a, osi)→ os_action(s2, a, osi)→
s1 ↪
a/ok−−−→ s′1 → s2 ↪a/ok−−−→ s′2 → s′1 ≡cache,tlbosi s′2 .
where os_action(s, a, osi) denote that action a is an action successfully executed by the OS
osi in the state s; in particular, its execution does not cause an error. Note that an execution
that fails does not generate a change in the system state.
The second lemma states that execution does not alter the state of non-active OSs, or
active OS if it performs an execution that fails.
I Lemma 9 (Locally preserves unwinding lemma).
∀ (s s′ : State) (a : Action) (r : Response) (osi : os_ident),
¬ os_action(s, a, osi) → s ↪a/r−−→ s′ → s ≡cache,tlbosi s′ .
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4.2 OS isolation in execution traces
The extension to traces of the relation one-step execution with error management is defined
as follows: an execution trace is defined as a stream (an infinite list) of states that are related
by the transition relation ↪a/r−−→, i.e. an object of the form
s0 ↪
a0/r0−−−→ s1 ↪a1/r1−−−→ s2 ↪a2/r2−−−→ s3 . . .
In the sequel, we let t[i] denote the i-th state of a trace t and we use s ↪a/r−−→ t to denote the
trace obtained by prepending the valid execution step s ↪a/r−−→ t[0] to a trace t. We let Trace
define the type of these traces. Isolation properties are eventually expressed on execution
traces, rather than execution steps.
Non-influencing execution (errors)
Using the unwinding lemmas previously presented, one can establish a non-influence result
in the style of [25]. We define for each operating system osi a predicate same_os_actions
stating that two traces have the same set of actions w.r.t. osi; so that two traces are related
iff they perform the same valid osi-actions. Then we define two traces t1 and t2 to be
osi-equivalent, written t1 ≈osi,cache,tlb t2, co-inductively by the following rules:
t1 ≈osi,cache,tlb t2 ¬ os_action(s, a, osi)
(s ↪a/r−−→ t1) ≈osi,cache,tlb t2
t1 ≈osi,cache,tlb t2 ¬ os_action(s, a, osi)
t1 ≈osi,cache,tlb (s ↪a/r−−→ t2)
t1 ≈osi,cache,tlb t2 os_action(s1, a, osi) os_action(s2, a, osi) s1 ≡cache,tlbosi s2
(s1 ↪a/ok−−−→ t1) ≈osi,cache,tlb (s2 ↪a/ok−−−→ t2)
I Theorem 10 (OS isolation).
∀ (t1 t2 : Trace) (osi : os_ident),
same_os_actions(osi, t1, t2)→ (t1[0] ≡osi t2[0])→ t1 ≈osi,cache,tlb t2 .
OS isolation formally establishes that two traces are osi-equivalent if they have the same
set of osi-actions and if their initial states are osi-equivalent. The proof of OS isolation
is based on co-induction principles and on the previous unwinding lemmas. Note that the
definition of osi-equivalent traces conveniently generalizes the notion used in [4] (by allowing
related traces to differ in the number of actions executed by other OSs) and extends that
presented in [5] considering executions with error management. In particular, Theorem 10
states that the OS isolation property introduced in [5] is also valid in the context of executions
that include error handling, considering that an osi-action is an action successfully executed
by the OS osi.
Though it is left as future work, it is interesting to comment on the validity of isolation
properties under other policies. On the one hand, the replacement policy for the cache
and the TLB is left abstract in our model, so any reasonable algorithm will preserve these
properties (as embodied e.g. in the definition of cache_add in Section 3.1). On the other
hand, we have fixed a write-through policy for the main memory: this policy entails that
updates to memory pages are done simultaneously to the cache and main memory, and we
have used throughout the development the invariant property that cache data is included
in the memory. This inclusion property will not hold if we were to use a write-back policy,
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in which written entries are marked dirty and updates to main memory are done when a
page is removed from the cache. We believe that it remains possible to prove strong isolation
properties under the write-back policy, since page values, even if different in memory, will be
equal if we consider the cache and memory together.
Finally, the flushing policy is assumed to be a total flush on switch and local switch
execution. An alternative would be to tag cache (and TLB) entries with the virtual spaces
allowed to access the entry. This will not have as much impact on the current model as the
write policy, though changes will need to be done to the cache definition to include the tags.
Isolation properties would still hold, given correct semantics of access control of cache entries.
5 Related work and conclusion
Thanks to recent advances in verification technology, it is now becoming feasible to verify
formally realistic specifications and implementations of operating systems. A recent account
of existing efforts can be found in the surveys [18, 30]. Many of these works focus on
functional correctness of the hypervisor; one notable exception is [24], which proves that
the seL4 microkernel guarantees information flow security; this work builds on a proof of
integrity [29] and a proof of correctness and culminates a 30+ man-year verification effort.
In addition, many of these works do not consider cache, which is a distinctive focus of our
work. On the other hand, most of these works focus on implementations, and provide an
explicit treatment of errors – that was missing in our earlier work [5].
Moving away from OS verification, many works have addressed the problem of relat-
ing inductively defined relations and executable functions, in particular in the context of
programming language semantics. For instance, Tollitte et al [33] show how to extract a
functional implementation from an inductive specification in the Coq proof assistant. Similar
approaches exist for Isabelle, see e.g. [8]. Earlier, alternative approaches such as [2, 6] aim to
provide reasoning principles for executable specifications.
We have enhanced the idealized model of virtualization considered in [5] with an explicit
treatment of errors, and showed that OS isolation is preserved in this setting. Moreover we
have implemented an executable specification that realizes the axiomatic semantics used
in [5]. The formal development in this paper is about 15 kLOC of Coq, where 8k correspond
to the verified executable specification and 7k to the OS isolation proof on the extended
model with errors. In [28] we derive two certified hypervisor implementations, using the
extraction mechanism of Coq [22, 21], in functional languages Haskell and OCaml.
In future work, we intend to implement alternative executable semantics for different
models of cache and policies. Moreover, we plan to use our extended model as a basis for
investigating whether error management can lead to side-channels.
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A Appendix
A.1 Valid state
We define a notion of valid state that captures essential properties of the platform. Formally,
the predicate valid_state holds on state s if s satisfies the following properties:
if the active OS is in running mode then no hypercall requested by it is pending;
if the hypervisor or a trusted OS (respectively untrusted OS) is running the processor
must be in supervisor (respectively user) mode;
the hypervisor maps an OS physical address to a machine address owned by that same
OS. This mapping is also injective;
all page tables of an OS o map virtual addresses to pages owned by o;
the current page table of any OS is owned by that OS;
any machine address which is associated to a virtual address in a page table has a
corresponding pre-image, which is a physical address, in the hypervisor mapping;
all cache keys are related in a page table mapping of the memory;
all cache pages have the same owner and type as those in machine memory;
if va is translated into ma according to the TLB, then the machine address ma is
associated to va in the active memory mapping.
All properties have a straightforward interpretation in our model. For example, the first
property is captured by the proposition:
∀ osi : os_ident, trusted_os(osi)→ (s.oss[osi]).hcall = None .
A.2 Actions
Table 3 summarises the complete set of actions specified in the model, and their effects.
A.3 Observational equivalence of states
We say that two states s1 and s2 are osi-equivalent, written s1 ≡osi s2, iff:
osi is the active OS in both states and the processor mode is the same, or the active OS
is different to osi in both states;
osi has the same hypercall in both states, or no hypercall in both states;
the current page tables of osi are the same in both states;
all page table mappings of osi that map a virtual address to a RW page in one state,
must map that address to a page with the same content in the other;
the hypervisor mappings of osi in both states are such that if a given physical address
maps to some RW page, it must map to a page with the same content on the other state.
Note that we cannot require that memory contents be the same in both states for them to
be osi-equivalent, because on a page_pin action, the hypervisor can assign an arbitrary (free)
machine address to the OS, so we consider osi-equivalence without taking into account the
actual value of the machine addresses assigned. In particular, two osi-equivalent states can
have different page table memory pages, which contain mappings from virtual to arbitrary
machine addresses, but such that the content at these machine addresses be the same in
both states, if it corresponds to an RW page.
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Table 3 Full set of actions.
read va A guest OS reads virtual address va.
read_hyper va The hypervisor reads virtual address va.
write va val A guest OS writes value val in virtual address va.
write_hyper va val The hypervisor writes value val in virtual address va.
new_tr va pa The virtual address va is mapped to the machine address ma in the
memory mapping of the trusted active OS, where pa translates to ma
for the active OS.
new_untr o va pa The hypervisor adds (on behalf of the OS o) a new ordered pair
(mapping virtual address va to the machine address ma) to the current
memory mapping of the untrusted OS o, where pa translates to ma
for o.
new_hyper va ma The hypervisor adds a new ordered pair to the current memory mapping
of the active OS (mapping virtual address va to the machine address
ma) for his own purposes.
del_tr va The trusted active OS deletes the ordered pair that maps virtual
address va from its memory mapping.
del_untr o va The hypervisor deletes (on behalf of the o OS) the ordered pair that
maps virtual address va from the current memory mapping of o.
del_hyper va The hypervisor deletes (for its own purposes) the ordered pair that
maps virtual address va from the current memory mapping of the
active OS.
switch o The hypervisor sets o to be the active OS.
lswitch_tr pa The trusted active OS changes its current memory mapping to be
the one located at physical address pa. This action corresponds to a
traditional context switch by the active OS.
lswitch_untr o pa The hypervisor changes the current memory mapping of the untrusted
active OS, to be the one located at physical address pa.
silent Represents the silent action (the system does not advertise any effects).
hcall c An untrusted OS requires privileged service c to be executed by the
hypervisor.
ret_ctrl Returns the execution control to the hypervisor.
chmod The hypervisor changes the execution mode from supervisor to user
mode, if the active OS is untrusted, and gives to it the execution
control.
pin_tr pa t The memory page that corresponds to physical address pa (for the
active OS) is registered and classified with type t.
pin_untr o pa t The memory page that corresponds to physical address pa (for untrus-
ted OS o) is registered and classified with type t.
unpin_tr pa The memory page that corresponds to physical address pa (for the
active OS) is un-registered.
unpin_untr o pa The memory page that corresponds to physical address pa (for the
untrusted OS o) is un-registered.
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